SMART DEVICE & SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY LIST

The Genie Company Aladdin Connect™ garage door controller is compatible with most Wi-Fi enabled devices, including smart phones and tablets, for the following systems:

1. Apple iOS – Versions 8 and higher.
2. Android – Versions 4.4 and higher.

If you do not see your device, please check back in the future as others may become compatible at a later date.

IMPORTANT: The Genie Aladdin Connect controller is compatible only with residential sectional garage doors. It is not compatible with one-piece garage doors.

IMPORTANT: No brand or model of garage door opener made before January 1, 1993 is compatible with the Genie Aladdin Connect controller, as is any opener without safety beams, no matter when it was made.

* Apple is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.